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ABSTRACT
Background: Maternal mortality ratio (MMR) is one of the
main indicators of the millennium development goals and its
accurate estimation is very important for the countries concerned.
The objective of this study is to evaluate the applicability of
capture‑recapture (CRC) as an analytical method to estimate MMR
in countries.
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Methods: We used the CRC method to estimate MMR in Iran for
2004 and 2005, using two data sources: The maternal mortality
surveillance system and the National Death Registry (NDR).
Because the data registry contains errors, we defined three levels
of matching criteria to enable matching of cases between the two
systems. Increasing the matching level makes the matching criteria
less conservative. Because NDR data were missing or incomplete
for some provinces, we calculated estimates for two conditions:
With and without missing/incomplete data.
Results: According to the CRC method, MMR in 2004 and 2005
were 33 and 25 in the best‑case scenarios respectively and 86 and
59 in the worst‑case scenarios respectively. These estimates are
closer to the ones reported by United Nations Agencies published
in 2010, 38 and Hogan’s study, 30 in 100,000 live births in 2005.
Conclusions: The MMR estimation by CRC method is slightly
different from the international studies. CRC can be considered as a
cost‑effective method, in comparison with cross‑sectional studies or
improvement of vital registration systems, which are both costly and
difficult. However, to achieve accurate estimates of MMR with CRC
method and decrease the uncertainty we need to have valid databases
and the absence of such capacities will limit the applicability of this
method in developing countries with poor quality health databases.
Keywords: Capture‑recapture, epidemiologic methods, Iran,
maternal mortality

INTRODUCTION
Maternal death is defined as death during pregnancy or up
to 42 days after termination of pregnancy, irrespective of the
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duration and site of pregnancy, resulting from
any relevant cause or as a result of care provided
during pregnancy, excluding accidental death
as a cause. The maternal mortality ratio (MMR)
is defined as the ratio of maternal deaths to
live births within a given time period. Various
methods are used to determine MMR, which
may be classified as “empirical” or “analytical”
according to the goals and sources of information
available.[1] Individual countries generally use
empirical methods, while global estimates use
modeling methods. In developing countries, the
most commonly used method is based on surveys
that directly and indirectly measure MMR.[2‑4]
Various studies have explored the best method for
determining MMR.[2,5‑7] The maternal mortality
surveillance system (MMSS) was established in
countries such as Iran to determine the exact
MMR and consequently to control and prevent
maternal mortality resulting from complications
arising during pregnancy.
Because MMR is one of the main indicators
of development and one of the millennium
development goals (MDGs), its estimation
indicates a country’s progress through the MDGs.
The capture‑recapture (CRC) method is an
analytical method,[1] in which different data
sources are used that separately register a single
outcome. Taking into account the number of cases
registered by each source, the number of cases
common among the sources and the number of
cases unregistered, eventually the overall numbers
of incident cases of an outcome are estimated in a
population in this method. This method is used in
estimating health outcomes in situations as diverse
as AIDS,[8] tuberculosis,[9] diabetes,[10] meningitis,[11]
occupational disabilities,[12] genetic diseases such
as Down’s syndrome,[13] traffic accidents[14,15] and is
even used in showing the sensitivity of databases
for finding articles.[16]
To examine the validity of CRC, the results of this
study is compared with MMR estimates obtained in
other studies through other methods. In estimating
MMR, the Inter‑Agency Group (Inter‑Agency
Maternal Mortality Estimate Group; World
health Organization, United Nations Children’s
Fund, United Nations Population Fund and the
World Bank), classifies the country according
to the available data and uses different methods
for estimating MMR in each class. In the 2007

estimation, Iran was in Group F (using census
data) and MMR was estimated using the reported
proportion of maternal deaths among all female
deaths and the estimated deaths among those of
fertile age.[17] In the 2010 estimations, Iran was
assigned to Group B and MMR estimates were
modeled using available country data from the
MMSS;[18] Hogan et al. estimated MMR using
data available from various countries regarding
maternal deaths, overall deaths and the adult death
rate.[19] The objective of this study is to evaluate
the applicability, firstly by means of feasibility in
conducting the calculation with data sources from
a developing country and secondly agreement with
other estimates, of CRC as an analytical method to
estimate MMR in countries.
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METHODS

The MMSS and National Death Registry (NDR)
databases were used to estimate maternal mortality.
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Sources of data

Iranian MMSS

All maternal deaths in Iran are registered in
the MMSS, using the definitions of the Ninth
International Classification of Diseases (ICD‑9).
The sources of information for the MMSS are as
follows: A list of the deaths of married women
aged 10‑49 years who died of any cause except
accidents and provided by the district death registry
officer; sudden maternal death that occurred in
hospital, reported by the hospital supervisor to the
district health network manager; and telephoned
or personal reports to the nearest health‑care
unit for women not covered by the healthcare
system. If a death occurs at home or on the way
to the health‑care unit, a team of investigators is
sent to visit the deceased’s house and the centers
where she has received her maternal care and the
appropriate questionnaires are completed. All the
collected data are examined by the District Health
Committee and the causes of death and their
relevancy to pregnancy are assessed.[20]
Iranian NDR

The NDR registers and collects information
regarding all deaths in Iran, along with their
causes. The sources of information for the NDR
are as follows: Hospitals, official cemeteries,
medico‑legal organizations and all basic health
units and rural health centers. The 2004 data
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from three provinces and the 2005 data from one
province are not complete in the NDR. Therefore,
all estimates were calculated twice: Including
and excluding these incomplete provinces. We
estimated the missing data using the number of
maternal deaths registered in the MMSS with the
assumption that the sensitivity of the registration
system in the MMSS was similar throughout the
country.
Capture re capture method
When it is not possible to identify and obtain a
correct consensus of the individuals of a community
with common characteristics (e.g. a specific
disease), the CRC method is used to estimate the
population. In this situation different sources that
have registered the concerned population are used.
In fact, in this method, the overall population is
estimated by the number of individuals that have
not been identified by different sources [Figure 1].
The figure and the relevant text have been added to
the article. Based on the number of maternal deaths
in each data source, the CRC method estimates the
overall number of maternal deaths (including all
cases not registered by the data sources). If n1 is
the number of maternal deaths in the NDR, n2 is
the number of cases registered in the MMSS, and
d is the number of cases common to the two data
sources, then the total number of maternal deaths
is calculated as follows:
N = [(n1 + 1) (n2 + 1)/(d + 1)] - 1,
and its variance is calculated using the equation[21]
Var (N) = (n1 + 1) (n2 + 1) (n1 - d) (n2 - d)/(d + 1) 2
(d + 2).[21]

In applying the CRC method, we must assume
that the population under study was closed, the
individuals were homogenous, complete matching
between the data sources is possible and that the
data sources were independent in data‑collection.
In the present study, the first two assumptions are
acceptable; the other assumptions were examined
as follows.
Matching between two databases (determining
the number of cases common to the two banks)
Prior to performing CRC, it is necessary
to determine the number of deceased that are
common to the two databases and the requisites of
matching must be clearly defined. The similarity of
individuals was defined at three levels, taking into
account problems in the documented registration
of data, differences in computer data entry between
the two databases and differences in the database
officers’ opinions:
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Figure 1: Capture-recapture method with two sources
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When the following criteria are all the same:
name and surname (without taking into account
the prefix and suffix), age (±5 years), address and
time of death (±1 month).
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Perfect matching

Semi‑perfect matching

Despite small differences in name and
surname (by altering or omitting a few letters), two
individuals are considered the same when all other
criteria are similar.
Non‑perfect matching

When the name and surname are worded
differently, the address is the same, but the ages are
different (±5 years) or months of death are different
(difference of 1‑2 months), the two individuals are
still considered the same. The degree of rigidity in
determining the similarity of the two databases is
reduced from level one to level three.
Matching process

Because the NDR includes all the deaths, we
separated maternal deaths (according to the ICD
coding) in the beginning and then compared
them with the MMSS data. Two databases were
imported to one data file and because the number
of cases was few, we handled the matching process
manually. We used deterministic approach in each
matching level for estimating the MMR.[22]
Examining the independence of the databases
The assumption of independence of databases is
most important in estimating the desired outcome
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in the CRC method. The term “independence of
databases” means that the presence of an individual
in one database will not influence the presence or
absence of the same individual in another database.
No analytical method can test for independence if
only two sources of data are used for estimation.
One of the sources of data used to identify cases of
death in the MMSS is the NDR list of deaths in the
past 3 months; this step in the MMSS can lead to
dependence of the MMSS on the NDR. Therefore,
two procedures were performed to examine the
independence of the data‑collection procedure: We
examined the source of information regarding the
occurrence of maternal death for cases registered
in the MMSS and performed a sensitivity analysis
on the dependency of the two databases.
In the first procedure, all provinces were
requested to report to the Family Health Unit of
the “Ministry of Health and Medical Education”
the source of information for each case of maternal
death recorded in the MMSS. The response rate
was 84%. These data showed that 46% of maternal
mortalities were reported from hospitals by
supervisors, while the rest were reported through
other routes to the district Family Health Unit. The
data also revealed that among cases common to the
two databases in 2005, the source of information
was the hospital in 60% of cases. Information
regarding maternal mortalities is actively sent from
the hospital to the district health network by the
hospital supervisor, while information regarding
hospital deaths is sent passively to the coordination
affairs office of the district health network once
every 3 months in NDR. Therefore, at least 60% of
the data in each database is collected independently.
Under the most pessimistic conditions, the degree
of dependency between the two databases is 40%.
In sensitivity analysis, if dependency is assumed
to be 40% between the two databases for MMR,
then the MMR would increase (the number of cases
estimated to be registered by only one database is
equal to the product of “number of cases currently
registered by that database” and “the ratio of cases
common in the other database”).
N2= (n2 - d) × (1/([d/n1] - dependency)).
Hence, the numbers of cases in the MMSS
databank have been calculated after a certain rate
of dependency; they have then been added to the
other databank’s cases. The total number has then
been calculated.

We assumed that the two databases were
independent; however, if they are in fact dependent,
then the present estimates are lower than the real
ratios and the ratios obtained in the present study
are the lowest possible.
Examining the validity of cause of death in
the NDR
Some of the cases registered in the NDR as
maternal deaths are not recorded in the MMSS. To
improve the accuracy of the MMR calculation, we
inspected all such cases for accuracy by extracting
information from the NDR database and by visiting
the recorded street addresses.
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RESULTS

An analysis of cases common to the two
databases, based on the three matching levels
revealed that the number of common cases increased
as the matching level increased [Table 1]. As seen
in Table 1, 100 more cases are reported each year
by the NDR than by the MMSS. Table 2 shows
the results of MMR, calculated using the CRC
method for each level of matching after excluding
provinces with incomplete documentation.
A review of the cases of maternal death present
in the NDR but absent in the MMSS (thus causing
major changes in the MMR) revealed 40 such cases
in 2004, with the real cause of death assessable in
27 cases: Of these, the cause of maternal death was
pregnancy‑related in only seven. In 2005, 30 such
cases were present and the real cause of death
was assessable in 18 cases; of these, the cause of
maternal death was pregnancy‑related in only three.
By “best‑case” scenario, we are referring to the
MMR calculated for 100% independence of two
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Table 1: Cases of registered maternal death and common
cases in the two databases after matching (excluding
provinces with incomplete data)
Year

Observed Number of common cases according
cases in each
to matching level
database

MMSS NDR Perfect Semi‑perfect Non‑perfect
matching matching
matching
2004 259
153
104
110
115
2005 278
151
114
122
126
MMSS = Maternal mortality surveillance system,
NDR = National death registry
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Table 2: MMR calculated for various matching levels before and after correction of NDR data and assuming complete
independence or 40% dependency, for 2004 and 2005
Various matching levels before and after
correction of NDR data
Before correction of NDR data
Perfect matching
Excluding provinces with incomplete data
Including provinces with incomplete data
Semi‑perfect matching
Excluding provinces with incomplete data
Including provinces with incomplete data
Non‑perfect matching
Excluding provinces with incomplete data
Including provinces with incomplete data
After correction of NDR data
Non‑perfect matching
Excluding provinces with incomplete data
Including provinces with incomplete data

2004

2005

100% independence
of databases

40%
dependency

100% independence
of databases

40%
dependency

46 (43‑50)
40

86
72

35 (33‑38)
32

59
53

44 (41‑47)
38

76
63

33 (31‑35)
30

52
46

42 (39‑45)
36

69
58

32 (30‑34)
29

48
43

38 (36‑40)
33

58
49

27 (26‑29)
25

43
38.56

S
f
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NDR=National death registry. Numbers in parentheses are the confidence interval, MMR= Maternal mortality ratio

databanks and under circumstances where the
calculations have been done in spite of the provinces’
incomplete data. By “worst‑case” scenario, we are
referring to a state where there is 40% dependency
between the databanks and the provinces’ data
have not been entered in completely. According to
the CRC method, MMR in 2004 and 2005 were 33
and 25 in the best‑case scenarios respectively and
86 and 59 in the worst‑case scenarios respectively.
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DISCUSSION

We used the CRC method to estimate the
Iranian MMR for 2004 and 2005. According to our
study, MMR could range between 25 (under the
conditions of 100% independence of databases,
including provinces with incomplete data, with
matching level three and after correcting the NDR)
and 59 (under the conditions of 40% dependency
of databases, perfect matching level and excluding
provinces with incomplete data, perfect matching).
Three main infrastructures are required to
do CRC and obtain accurate estimates: Having
valid databases, having common variables for
homogeneity and the pre‑assumptions of CRC.
The number and quality of variables available
for comparison is a strong predictor of estimate
accuracy in record linkage methods.[23] Correct
registration of cause of death in databases is the
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first stand to achieve accurate estimates by CRC.
In this study the correction of causes of death in
one database, i.e. NDR has significantly changed
the MMR estimation.
All methods for determining, the number of
maternal deaths are influenced by two major
errors: Identification of deaths and determining the
relevance of the cause of death to pregnancy.[1] In the
present study, dependency between the databases
existed only in identification of deaths. Because all
of the cases reported in the MMSS are examined for
the true cause of death, there was no dependence
between the two databases in determining the
cause of death.
There are various ways of managing the
disadvantage of being unable to analytically
test the independence of the two databases: The
source of information for each individual can be
accurately registered in both databases and three
databases could be used to estimate MMR in the
future. Currently, a third database does not exist
in Iran, but data available from public and private
insurance firms could possibly be modified for this
purpose. Another solution is directly using the
“data sources” of NDR rather than using NDR
data directly (e.g. using data from cemeteries and
the National Organization for Civil Registration
along with the MMSS). However, how close is the
MMR rate calculated by CRC to the true estimate?
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To investigate this issue, we can use the agreement
between estimates made at international level by
Hogan and WHO [Table 3]. As illustrated, the
CRC estimates are close to the estimates made by
Hogan and WHO in 2010, but widely differ from
the estimates made by international organizations
in 2007.
To examine the validity of CRC, the results of this
study were compared with MMR estimates obtained
in other studies through other methods [Table 3].
As illustrated in Figure 2, the CRC estimates for
2005 are close to the estimates for the same year
made by Hogan and WHO (published in 2010),
but widely differ from the estimates made by
international organizations in published in 2007.
Even though, the uncertainty of CRC is high, it
implies that the international estimations in 2007
are far from the truth. Therefore, at this point, CRC
is a cost‑effective method for estimating health
related indicators. Since every database has been
designed according to its own specific goals and
this method is an optimal method of using available
data, upgrading the validity of data in databases
should be kept in mind. Therefore, quality control
should be executed regularly.
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Limitation
One of the greatest challenges in the present
study was the matching procedure. As we can see,
MMR estimation dependent on matching levels
are different. Inaccurate registration of case’s
attributes will damage the estimates. Numerical
variables (such as National ID) could be used to
identify individuals in all data registration systems,

to increase the flow and validity of the matching
process.
As mentioned previously, the most important
assumption in using the CRC method is that
the data‑collection process of the databases is
independent. Because only two sources of data
were used in the present study, it was not possible
to test for independence using analytical tests.
Previous similar studies were either certain of the
independence of the two databases and provided
no proof for this assumption,[24,25] or examined
dependency through a questionnaire to the
data‑collection sites of both sources.[26] Another
limitation of the study is that databases were not
accessible at the appropriate time; the NDR data
was not accessible for the years following 2005.
There are two expansions in this regard; the first
is conducting new calculation with most recent
data to get more reliable estimates of MMR and
the second is conducting other methods such
as “sisterhood within a 5‑year census” along
the country to validate the MMR from another
perspective.
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Figure 2: Comparison of maternal mortality ratio estimates for
2005 in Iran. † = In 100,000 live births; ▲: Point estimate;
♦: Lower and upper of the estimates
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CONCLUSIONS
In developing countries using available data is
a good way of estimating health rates. Therefore,
it is vital for part of health systems’ activities to
focus on promoting the quality of registering the
diseases. In order to improve the MMR estimation,
it’s suggested to add some questions in the survey,
which is carried out every 5 years in Iran. In order
to increase the feasibility of the CRC, doing studies
for improving the quality of NDR and use of three
sources for CRC is suggested.
Table 3: Comparison of various estimates of the Iranian
MMR
Source of estimate
Capture‑recapture
method (present study)
UN agencies (Iran in
Group F for 2007)
UN agencies (Iran in
Group B for 2010)
Study by Hoganetal

2004
33‑89

2005
25‑59

2008
‑

‑

‑

‑

140
(95‑190)
38

32
(19‑49)

30
(19‑47)

30
(18‑50)
28
(17‑43)

MMR=Maternal mortality ratio, UN=United nations
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